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Baldwin llies
to Eastern
by Frank Stanley and
Curtis Crabtree
Sports editor and .
Asst. Sports editor

University president's three-year contract to end June 2009

Mcintyre·to retire
by Chelsea Krotzer
News editor

A 10~3 season, a third
Cascade Cup in four years
and a berth in the NCAA
Division II quarterfinals are
three achievements that
Central Washington football
fans saw in head coach
Beau Baldwin's first year.
Beau Baldwin
They wi II also be the last
things that fans will see from Baldwin as head coach of
the Wildcats.
In a press release last Friday, Beau Baldwin
annoi.m~ed to his team and to Central Washington University that he would accept the head coaching vacancy
at NCAA Division I Football Championship Subdivision
Eastern Washington University for next year, ending his
brief stint with his alma mater, where he spent four seasons as a quarterback and graduated in 1996.
Prior to taking the head coaching job at Central,
Baldwin served as the offensive coordinator for the
Eagles for four years. The head coaching job became
available after former coach Paul Wulff accepted the
same position at Washington State University.
Baldwin met with the team Friday morning to inform
them of his decision and give praise to his players.
"Most of all, I told them thank you," Baldwin said.
"Thank you for the work you put in, thank you for an
absolutely fabulous season, not just based on a win-loss
record and playoffs or this and that, but just an incredibly talented and fun group to be around."
With Baldwin's departure, the Wildcats are faced
with finding their third coach in as many years. After the
2006 season, John Zamberlin left for the head coaching
position at Idaho State.
"I really don't think it's going to be that big of a problem as it was the first time because the program hadn't
had a head coaching change in so long," sophomore
wide receiver Johnny Spevak said. "But we just did this
last year so we know what to expect, how it's going to
go and what the coaches are going to expect from the
rest of the players."
SEE BALDWIN PAGE 13

Jerilyn Mcintyre has announced her
retirement after eight years as Central's
first female president. She is the fifth
administrator to share pfans of leaving
Central in the past six months.
Mcintyre will retire from her position
as president in December 2008. She will
then return as a faculty member until
June 2009 when her contract .is up,
spending her time archiving and doing
research.
"That was all partly the symbolism of
returning to the faculty," Mcintyre said.
"I am a faculty member, I came from the
faculty, I will end my career as a faculty
member."
Mcintyre's original intent was to
retire in June. The December decision
w~s based on the time needed to seek ·
out a replacement.
The decision was first announced to
the Board ofTrustees at an annual retreat
in August 2007. It was not formally
announced until last Friday.
The announcement caught members
of the campus and community off guard
following an article that ran in the Dec.
26 edition of the Daily Record.
In the article, Mcintyre claimed that
she didn't "plan to go anywhere else."
Tbe next month, her retirement
announcement was found on Central's
Web site.
"Don [Gronning] claims that it was
misleading for me not to tell him that I
was going to announce in January,"
Mcintyre said. "My feeling is, you know,
I gave him the honest answer. As a matter of fact, I'm retiring in December.
That's a long time from now."
When asked about her retirement,
Mcintyre said she "did not plan to retire
until everything gets done that needs to

be done."
She also stated that she wanted to
respect the campus community and
announce her retirement to them first.
"The worst possible thing would be
for the campus to read in the newspaper something that I had not told
them personally," Mcintyre said.
"It's just not the way I dealt with
the campus."
A search committee for a
new president is currently in
the works.
At last Monday's Board of
Trustees meeting, Wendy
Bohrson, associate professor
of the department of geological sciences, was announced
as the search committee
chair.

"President Mcintyre
has really done a wonderful job and set the bar
high for the next president," Bohrson said.
Trustees present at the
board meeting had concerns of Bohrson's ties with
the faculty union and
recent collective bargaining negotiations.
The full search committee will be chosen in
early February. Two students will be included in
the 15-member committee.
"Student involvement
to me is really very crucial," Bohrson said. "[The
office of president is] a
high profile position,
essentially the leader of
the university."
SEE RETIREMENT PAGE 5

syeaker series 6rin8s
China to Centra{ camyus
by Brooke Mortensen
Staff reporter

Once known as the "sick man of
Asia," China has grown in the last 30
years at the same pace that America has
taken to grow in the last century. With
non-stop building and 25 percent of the
world's construction cranes in Shanghai, it
has become an economy on the rise.
"If you go back to China even after
two years, you get lost because of the
pace of change, with buildings going up
and coming down and roads being built,"
said Joseph Esherick, history professor at

the University of California at San Diego.
At 7:30 tonight in the Music Building Concert Hall, Esherick will speak to
students, staff, faculty and community
members about the emergence of the
Chinese economy and the foundations
that were laid to make it what it is
today.
"In the past, Japan was known as the
success of Asia while China was the
failure, so I will discuss why this
happened, how it grew to be such a
superpower and give a historian's perspective on it all," Esherick said.
SEE SPEAKER PAGE 11

President Jerilyn
Mcintyre
- Central's first
female president
- Served for
eight years
- Will officially
retire on Dec.
31,2008
- Her
contract
ends June
2009

Chelsea Krotzer/Observer

'llycomina events:
Alasdair Fraser and Natalie Haas
7 p.m. on Jan. 31, 2008
Music Building (:oncert Hall

CWU Percussion Ensemble
7 p.m. on Feb. 26, 2008
Music Building Concert Hall

Ken Burns
7:30 p.m. on April 8, 2008
Courtesy of Marian Lien

Professor Joseph Esherick is lecturing tonight as part of the annual
Presidential Speaker Series. He will be discussing Chinese economy.

Student Union Ballroom
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Kurtz new interim
dean 01 sciences
by Mimi Oh
Staff reporter
On Dec. 14, Martha Kurtz was
announced as the interim dean of the
College of the Sciences, filling the
vacancy left by former dean Meghan
Miller. The position encompasses a myriad of complexities.
"The dean's job is to manage multiple departments," Kurtz said. "The college has 12 departments and several
interdisciplinary programs."
An internal search found Kurtz, who
came to Central Washington University
in 1995. Kurtz is transitioning from her
former position of six years of·presiding
as the chair of the chemistry department
to a position which requires her to manage multiple departments. Kurtz brings
to the job long e_xperience for easing
communication between faculty and
administration, as well as a requisite
strong science background.
The interim dean appears to enjoy a
reputation of being "open, honest, conscientious and kind," communications
professor Phil Backlund said.
She can "affect some positive
change said," Wayne Quirk associate
vice president of Graduate Studies and
Research.
Central's organization and unique
issues will prove to be a test of these
strengths.
"Because of its size and diversity,
the College of the Sciences would present significant challenges for any dean,"
said Marji Morgan dean of the College
of Arts and Humanities and history professor. "It is unusual to have the natural
and social sciences together in a single
college, for example. Being an interim
dean is also a challenge in itself, as it's
difficult to get the balance right
between short-and long-term initiative."
One challenge that Kurtz faces is
supplementing state funds in order to
maintain Central's large faculty-to-student ratio, a feature often touted to
prospective students. A second challenge is deciding the direction of Central's graduate studies programs. Finally,
a third challenge is how resources for
undergraduate and graduate studies
research will be allocated.
"I have to admit, I haven't been
involved in much interdisciplinary
work, so I don't have much of an opinion on it," Doug Frye, junior biology
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Diverse group to come to speak at Central
by Sarah Hazel
Staff reporter
Three renowned public figures have
been invited by The Symposium Group
to speak during Central's 2008 annual
Symposium Without Boundaries series.
The speakers include a controversial
writer, a Harvard alumnus scholar and a
Nobel Peace Prize winner.
The Symposium Group is a newly
formed alliance of Central divisions.
The list of partners involved is diverse,
ranging from the College of the Sciences to the Center for Student Empowerment. The group's goal is to address
and engage critical and transformative
ideas, ideas that have the power to_
transform lives.
"The group hopes ·to generate discussion among students and staff," said
Jesse Nelson, Ph.D., director of the
David Wain Coon Center for Excellence
in Leadership. "The goal is to create an
environment within the community that
encourages us to discuss issues that
affect the human condition. There is a
wealth of issues that crosses all disciplines and will engage people of all
majors."
Some of the topics include racism,
religion,
environmentalism
and
women's rights, to name a few.
The Symposium Group was formed
recently, but the speaker series tradition
started in the early 1960s, called "Symposium on American Values." Guest
speakers, including Margaret Mead and
Stokely Carmichael, were invited to
Central to faci Iitate conversations and
workshops with the students and faculty. That speaker seri~s inspired the part-

''we suffer from an inferiority complex. We see politics, culture and art as things that don't happen to

DJORDJIE POPOVIC, DIVERSITY EDUCATION CENTER
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
ners of what is now called The Symposium Group to continue the tradition.
Today, The Symposium Group not
only invites relevant speakers to address
the community, but also encourages
students and faculty to incorporate the
discussion of controversial topics into
people's lives. The group is funded by
organizations involved in the cause,
and also welcomes contributions, monetary or otherwise.
Incorporating the ideas range across
the entire spectrum. The Wildcat Shop,
a partner in The Symposium Group, has
put more books on its shelves pertaining to important world issues than even
before. Students from various divisions
are contributing by participating in panel discussions. Teachers are becoming
involved by incorporating these ideas
into their syllabi and instigating conversations in the classroom pertaining to
these vital issues. The Symposium
Group welcomes new members, and is
open to suggestions of other ways in
which these issues can be addressed,
discussed and acted upon.
"The university community should
not need encouragement to attend,"
Paulus Pimomo, professor of English at
Central said. "This will bring together
the Central students, staff, and the
Ellensburg community."

Dennis -Defa to fill
new VP position
by Michael Johnson
Staff reporter
Dennis Defa will take over duties as
assistant vice president for Faculty Relations at Central Washington University
according to David L. Salz, senior vice
president for Academic Affairs.
In . this role, Defa will be
responsible for contract negotiations,
interpretation and implementation;
coordinating
faculty
personnel
processes; complaints and grievance
administration; co-chairing the Labor
Management Council; and contributing to maintaining a productive and
collegiate campus environment.
"I see it as a problem-solver
position," Defa said.
·
There's another year before the
next major round of contract negotiations, but Defa said he's hoping to
negotiate a good workable contract

us.''

for those involved.
With a' new president and
provost, there should be plenty of
changes to be made.
As of now he is looking to
become familiar with his position.
"My goal is to maintain good
relations with the faculty and administration with the intent in serving
students," Defa said.
Defa has a broad background in
labor relations at the University of
Utah and Southern Oregon University.
At Central, he was also the director of
Staff Labor and Employee Relations.
"We're delighted to have him
here," said Deb Schriber-Barkley,
administrative assistant for Faculty
Affairs. "I think his experience will
be invaluable in this position."

Pimomo will be introducing one of
the speakers, Salman Rushdie, an
award-winning writer and free speech
advocate. His fearless approach to
world issues has helped him achieve
international notoriety and countless
prestigious awards. His segment, titled
"The Role of the Writer in the 21st Century," is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. on Jan.
23 in the McConnell Auditorium.
. Corne! West, the second speaker in
the series, is a scholar and public intellectual whose groundbreaking interaction
with controversial issues has changed the
way people look at race, justice and
democracy. He is a professor of religion
at Princeton, a prominent author and has
also appeared in the "Matrix" trilogy. His
segment, titled "Race Still Matters," is
scheduled for 7 p.m. on Feb. 20 in the
McConnell Auditorium.
Wangari Maathai, the third and final
speaker in the series, is the 2004 Nobel
Peace Prize winner. Among many other
things, she is a global activist and the
founder of The Green Belt Movement, an
organization based in Kenya that fights
deforestation and soil erosion. Her unique
dealings with world issues have changed
the way people view them today. Maathai
segment is scheduled for 4 p.m. on April
28 in the Student Union Ballroom.
"Symposium Without Boundaries

hopes to generate an ongoing conversation about current issues in discourse
and society, and continue our transformation from the passive recipients to
the active participants in the process of
education, culture and politics," said
Djordje Popovic, program coordinator
for the Diversity Education Center at
Central. "We suffer from an inferiority
complex. We see politics, culture and
art as things that don't happen to us.
This [speaker series] is an at.tempt to
bring politics, culture and art here to
enable us to touch it."
The Symposium Group's main goals
include not only addressing these trans-

formative ideas, but also inspiring people to take action.
".We can do this," Popovic said.
"This matters, and the university is
ready for it."
Admission for each of the events in
the Symposium Without Boundaries
speaker series is free, and tickets are
available at the Student Union Box '
Office about 10 days in advance.

For more information on The
Symposium Croup or how you can
contribute, please contact Djordje
Popovic in the Diversity Education Center at (509) 963-1687.

Interim provost in loJ amonth

Anne Denman
by Joseph Siemandel
Asst. News Editor
On Dec. 17, Central Washington
University announced Anne _Denman as
the interim provost and senior vice
president of academic affairs . .
"Anne is the perfect person ~9 provide leadership for academic affairs
during this interim period," _Ce~Jral

President Jerilyn S. Mcintyre said.
Denman, a cultural anthropologist,
began her career at Central in 1967 as a
part time faculty member.
In 1969, she became an assistant
professor in the department of
anthropology. Denman will service.as provost
from Jan. 7 until Jan. 31, as Central looks
for a permanent replacement.
Former Provost David SqJtz, who
had held the position since 2001, left
Central on Jan. 5 2008, to as?ume the
presidency of Bloomsburg University
of Pennsylvania. While Denman is filling the provost position Central will
conduct an internal search for a permanent replacement.
"I'd like to do everything I can to
ease the transition to the new provost."
Denman said.
A search committee has,been
formed by the Central Board ofTrustees,
and applications are being accepted
until Jan lO. The applicants will then be
narrowed down and a new provost will
be selected.
"This is just an interim position for

three weeks," Denman said. "The
position could possibly be· filled
earlier, though."
Denman holds a Bachelor of Arts in
history and French from Mt. Holyoke
College and a Ph.D. in anthropology
from the University of California in
Berkeley.
Over the last 30 years Denman has
held a number of positions at Central,
included been named dean for the
College of Sciences from 1995 to
1998.
After Denman retired from Central in.2003, she maintained an active
interest in the university and the
progress of the college and the
students.
"I've stayed interested and involved
in the university since my retirement,
and accepted the position with pleasure," Denman said. "While there have
been many cn'anges at the university
.since 2003, mpch is famili4r from my
time as a faculty memb.er, associa~e
dean, dean, a~d involvement in other
parts of the 1.1niversity."

Authorized Retail Dealer
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Texting crosses· the legal line
Sending text messages costs far more than just a service charge

Did
you
know?

RCW 46.61.668: Sending, reading or

RCW 46.61.668: Using a wireless

writing a text message while driving.

communications device while driving.

Effective: Jan. 1, 2008

Effective: July 1, 2008

Drivers may not send, read or write a text message while
driving unless operating an emergency vehicle or reporting an
emergency or illegal activity. It is a secondary offense, meaning
drivers can only be ticketed if they are pulled over for a primary
offense. The ticket will not become part of a driver's record.

"Hands free" cell phone devices are required while driving,
including speaker phones, head sets or ear pieces. The law
exempts drivers of emergency vehicles and tow trucks, drivers
who have hearing aids and drivers reporting emergencies or
illegal activities. Secondary enforcement.

. Does cell phone use while driving cause accidents?
Research shows that driving while using a cell phone can pose a
serious cognitive distraction and degrade driver performance. Data
is insufficient to quantify collisions caused by cell phone use specifically, but the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates that driver distraction from all sources contributes to 25 percent of all police-reported traffic crashes.

Is it safe to use hands-free cell phones while driving?
Research indicates that whether it is a hands-free or hand-held
cell phone, the cognitive distraction is significant enough to
degrade a driver's performance. This can cause a driver to miss key
visual and audio cues needed to avoid a crash.

Kareen Black/Observer

Texting while driving is now a secondary offense,
costing drivers money, but doesn't harm their record.

Information retrieved from www.nhtsa.gov

What do you think of the new cell phone laws?
Austin Sconce

Si Stuber

Andrew Stiger

Lacey Gualco

Andrew Reed

sophomore, business

graduate student

freshman, business

freshman, elementary

senio0 law and justice

'1

hate it. It's a way to

spend more and buy

'1

don't have a cell

phone, so I don't care..

''
''

It keeps the road
safe.

Bluetooth. ff

''

''it's a good thing. It will
keep the roads safer.

''

. ''it's stupid to text and
drive, but theywon'r be able
to d oanything about1t.
. ''

Washington oners Resuns: New Hampshire primarv
Republicans
voter online options Deniocrats
Washington state is now offering online.voting registration. Voters can now go online to complete registration
applications on line at the following Web sites.

www.secstate.wa.gov
www.vote.wa.gov
All that is needed is a Washington state drivers license or
a Washington state 1.0. card number.
An applicant turns in their date of birth and name exactly
as appears on license or. ID card. The applicant must agree
to use the license or ID card signature as their voter
registration ?ignature.
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.RETIREMENT: Committee of 1s
will search for' replacement president
continued from cover
The search process cost approximately $117,000 in 1999, according to
Libby Street, executive assistant to the
president.
Costs are allocated to cover travel
expenses of candidates, pay the salary
of a search consultant, and pay for faculty members working during summer
session regarding the search process.
During Monday's trustees meeting,
figures ranging from $135,000 to
$150,000 were discussed for this year's
presidency search.
In the 1999 search there were 70 to
80 presidential candidates. From those
candidates, three to five candidates
were chosen as finalists that come to
Central for campus visits.
Currently the Board of Trustees estimated that the finalists will be decided
around August. Interviews would then
begin early to mid-October.
The search consultant hired will be
assisting in developing the ranking system, coordinating interviews, working
on advertising and identifying potential
candidates through recruitment.
The consultant is anticipated to be
chosen by the beginning of March.
In the 1999 search, the hired search
consultant brought in 12 additional
candidates. Mcintyre was not among
those 12 candidates.
The trustees will make the final decision on who the next president will be.
It . is expected that the new president

''we really want
participation from all
th e community
. ... ' '
WENDY BOHRSON
SEARCH COMMITTEE CHAIR
will be appointed by the end of December, if not before, according to the
trustees.
During the board meeting, the
trustees stressed the need for community involvement.
"We really want participation from
all the community that the president's
position impacts," Bohrson said.
Mcintyre said that, after a new president is selected, she will "not be visible" for a while as a favor to the new
president.
Mcintyre and her husband, David,
have purchased a house in Ellensburg
and plan to divide their time between
here and their other home in Salt Lake
City, Utah. She plans to eventually sell
her Salt Lake home and spend the rest
of her retirement in Ellensburg.
"We're looking forward to taking
advantage of life at the university
because we certainly attend a lot of
events, but we don't attend as much as
we'd like to because other stuff intervenes," Mcintyre said.

Global warming talk gives
chance tor scholarship
by Mimi Oh
Staff reporter
H1:1manity faces the threat of an
overheated planet scalding its collective behind. In response, on Jan.
30, 2008, Central will hosta nationwide teach-in called Focus the
Nation in the SURC and contribute
to people's ed.ucation about global
warming.
The culminating event will be
preceded by the kick-off on Jan. 30,
with Stanford climatologist Steven
Schneider and other prominent environmental researchers hosting a
webcast called the "2 percent solution."
Organizers hope for an outcome
of inspired environmental efforts by
college students, enticed by Focus
the Nation's satellite events.
"I think our hope is that there will
be a greater awareness about the
need to reduce our carbon emissions
as individuals and as ·a community,"
said geological sciences associate
professor, environmental studies program director and Focus the Nation
organizer Carey Gazis. "CWU community members will walk away
thinking more about their own carbon footprints and different ways
that that footprint can be reduced."
Central students appear to exer-

cise awareness of environmental issues,
as evidenced by one student's remarks.
"I don't drive much," Dale Janson,
senior ecology major, said. "And I like
to recycle... I I ike forest and waterways.
Keeping these healthy, I think, will
improve the condition of the planet as a
whole. Industrial wastes and car pollution are big. We can fix both but it happens slowly."
Carbon Reduction Coordinator and
Focus the Nation organizer Gretchen
Volker discussed the incidental perks of
attending the two-day event, which
include a chance to win a $10,000
scholarship just for voting on the top
five issues a student believes should be
heard by Congress.
Other perks are voter registration
booths and information on where the
presidential candidates stand on environmental issues. Central's administration and Ellensburg's community lend
their support to Focus the Nation.
President Jerilyn Mcintyre signed the
Climate Commitment agreement, while
many faculty members are intimately
involved in the event's organizational
she,e.
Mcintyre supports Focus the Nation
Day and has asked that Central directs
its attention to the issue of global
warming on this day. Central has professors and staff from the geology,
chemistry, geography, political science,

''1 think our hope is
that there will be a
greater awareness
about the need to
reduce our carbon
emissions as
individuals and as a
community.
.
CAREY GAZIS,

''

Focus THE

NATION ORGANIZER

IET, facilities management, and biology
departments joining the panels to lead
and generate discussion.
"We also have prominent members
from the community coming to join our
professors on the panels," Volker said.
Focus the Nation originates from
Lewis and Clark College in Oregon. More
than 1,000 institutions are participating.

Find out more by
www.focusthenation.org.

going . to

ROTC student'

bombing
over break
shakes

downtown·
by Katrina Smith
Staff reporter

CWu COUNSELING CENTER OFFERS NEW ACTIVE TREATMENT
APPROACH FOR DEPRESSION

The psychology .i ntern team at CWU's Student Health and Counseling Center, Alec Wilson and Adam Brotman, is
offering a new treatment option to students who are feeling depressed. Often, treatment for depression focuses on
individual therapy and/or antidepr~ssant medicati.on. These methods are proven to work well, but new research shows
that other approaches may also yield significant positive effects. The new program will be offered in a group format and
will focus on five main areas: Social interaction, exercise, omega 3 dietary supplement, light exposure, and sleep hygiene.
Group participants will receive cutting edge education about tb.ese five areas, and will, with support from each other and
group leaders, move beyond "just talking about it" and toward making actual therapeutic lifestyle changes. Participants
will becom.e part of a supportive team, and will get help making changes they may have thought about for awhile.
This program is based in part on the successful TLC (Therapeutic Lifestyle Change) program being run at the
University of Kansas. The TLC program has been featured in the news media and on the internet. The main idea behind
the TLC treatment for depression is that people have not·always lived sedentary, low-light, isolated, high-stress lifestyles.
TLC enc~urages people to "~ve more like a caveman"-get more exercise, light, social interaction, better sleep, and a
healthier diet. That's easier said than done, but with support from a group and motivated group leaders, it will be much
easier. If you have been feeling depressed and want to make a change, this could be the support you need. lfyou're
interested or have questions, please don't hesitate to call the Counseling Center at (509) 963-1391 or email Alec or Adam ·
at awilson@cwu.edu. Thanks!

Three men were arrested on the
evening of Dec. 27 for allegedly setting
off two homemade bombs in the
downtown area of Ellensburg.
Central Washington L.lniversity Army
ROTC cadet Limwell Mangrubang, senior, and two other CWU alumni army
military officers allegedly placed homemade bombs next to a trash can off
Fourth and Pearl street, which was then
blown everywhere, according to Ellensburg Police Sgt. Mike Coppin.
Police received a description of the
men from an employee at the Starlight
Lounge anq eventually found the men
down the street at Lilly's Cantina, said
Coppin .
Officials say the homemade bombs
were made from sparklers, and officers
later recovered five more homemade
bombs turned over by the suspects.
The suspects were taken into custody without any difficulty, Coppin said,
but they did eventually confess to lighting another bomb in a dumpster behind
Lilly's earlier in the day.
Mangrubang was arrested on possession of explosive charges, and all
three men are still currently being held
in Kittitas County Jail without bail.
ROTC students and officials
declined to comment on the issue. It is
unknown what ·will happen to these
men regarding their enlistment in the
military until the paperwork is final.

ljl
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City
News from around the Ellensburg community

New council membe~s hope to improve E-buru
by Joseph Siemandel
Asst. News editor
Last Monday, Jan. 7, the Ellensburg
City Council held the first meeting of
2008. The agenda comprised of many
topics, but most importantly elected a
new mayor of Ellensburg and oathed in
four council members.
New members George Bottcher,
Fenelle Miller and Bruce Tabb stood in
front of a full meeting room and took
their oath of office. Re-elected member
Stan Bassett tQok th .e oath of office
because of his re-election in November.
"It's an honor to be on the council,"
Tabb said.
Tabb, Miller and Bottcher are
replacing former council members Ed
Barry, John Perrie and Shannon Carlson.
The city council of Ellensburg has
many big topics on the agenda for the
next 12 months. With the city in a transition from a small town to a growing
city, the decisions which will be made
by the new city council members could
change the face of Ellensburg for years
to come.
"We want people to set down roots
in the town," Tabb said. "We are hoping
to generate new jobs in the city that will
have competitive salaries."
Tabb feels that if the town can generate new jobs with better salaries, Central Washington University will grow

New council members B:ruce Tabb, Fenelle Miller, and George Bottcher are administered the oath of office by City Manager Ted Barkley.
and Central graduates will stay in town
and raise families here.
"We are here to support the city,"
Tabb said. "I think all of us want to see
economic growth and development in
the town."
Tabb also mentioned the new housing developments in Ellensburg. The
housing prices are competitive and that

has helped the town grow.
Ellensburg has seen tremendous
growth over the course of five years.
New houses have gone up all over the
northern Ellensburg areas including
new businesses such as Quizzno's, Auto
Zone, Blockbuster and, soon, International House of Pancakes have come to
Ellensburg.

Long standing businesses have seen
their profits go up because of the growing population. Many have updated
their stores to bring in new customers.
The new council members also took
part in their first official act of voting in
a new mayor of Ellensburg. Nancy
Lillquist was elected the new mayor in .a
unanimous vote. She fills the position

that was held by fellow council member Obie O'Brien. Jani Niner was elected as mayor protempt.
The Ellensburg City Council holds
meetings on Mondays at 7 p.m. at the
city hall, which is located at 501 N.
Anderson St. across from Safeway on
the corner of Anderson Street and Fifth
Avenue.

Have ·an Unmatched Alaskan Adventure,
Join our team this summer.
Wotk this summer for Holland America Tours/Gray Line of Al.a ska
as a Driver/Guide.

,Ysign up for

a.n· interview,.n

501-536$ or'kmalgesini@ho

··Apply onlin~ at www.graylinea·(aJaska..eem. · ·
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The editorial views expressed are those of the writers and are not
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body,
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be
considered as official views of Central Washington University.
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Holidav tragedv

hits close to home
The holiday
season has come
and gone, but the
spirit of love and
togetherness associated with it
need not be set
aside.
I've no doubt
Dan
that the majority
Fisher
of people at CenAsst. Scene
tral are familiar
editor
with the devastating tragedy that
took place on Christmas Eve in the
small town of Carnation, Wash . This
horrible massacre of three generations
of one family has impacted many people, including myself, anfl've spent
some time in reflection as a result. This
is not to say that I knew the family, but
any caring, moral person with a sense
of compassion can't help but be affected emotionally.
For those of you who are not aware
of the story, here's brief summary. On
Dec. 24, Michele Anderson, 29, and
her boyfriend Joseph McEnroe, also 29,
murdered Michele's parents, Wayne
Anderson, 60, and Judy Anderson, 61,
at their home in Carnation. Michele's
brother, Scott Anderson, his wife Erica
and two young children, Olivia and
Nathan, were ambushed upon arrival
for the planned holiday meal. All six
family members were found dead
inside the house two days later.
The holidays are a time for families
to come together, take a break from the
stress in their lives and enjoy the season. As my family grows older and farther apart from one another, opportuni. ties like this are far and few between.
To my pleasure, all four of us were able
to have a real family holiday this year,
with my father home from California
and my sister home from Texas. I

a

savored being back in the house I grew
up in with the people. who raised me,
and looked fmward to a Christmas at
Grandma's. Amid our traditional holiday celebration, however, news spread
of the Carnation murders.
My heart sank at the reception of
tbis awful news, and looking around at
my family members, I felt even more
drawn to them. At 25 years old, I continue to learn life lessons from my
observations of the world around me,
and the more of the world's pain and
hatred I witness, the more thankful I am
for being born into such a loving family.
The protection and love they have
given me throughout my life sadly
seems to be less common in society
than I have ever realized. Not using
these murders as any kind of representation, I've seen many families through
the years who seemed to have no love
or consideration for each other, and it is
unimaginable to me.
My mother and father raised my sister and me with solid virtues, and
through their efforts we've both grown
into productive, honorable citizens.
It's hard for me to imagine the mindset of ·these homicidal maniacs, or how
a person's life can be so terrible that it
could culminate in a tragedy like this.
The one thing I am able to take
away from this devastating Christmas is
a strengthened appreciation for my
friends and family, and the love and
support they have given me throughout
my life. Without support and encouragement from loved ones, life would be
a daunting undertaking: one that takes
place in a frightening and unpredictable world.
Be thankful for your family, accept
the advice and guidance they offer and
no matter how angry t~ey may make
you, never al low yourself to lose sight
of the bonds that you have with them .

Texting behind the wheel:
stupid and dangerous
If most of us
don't know by
now, as of Jan . 1,
2008, Washington state law dictates that text
messaging
on
your cell phone
while behind the
wheel of a car
constitutes a secondary violation

Frank
Stanley
Sports editor

and may result in ·
a $101 fine.
Now, before I explain why this law
is a load of garbage, I just want to say
one thing: really, texting while driving?
I'm a person that appreciates multitasking, but this? I guess I'm just behind the
times, though I would never have
guessed that anyone would be talented
(or stupid) enough to try this little stunt.
Ok then, stupid law. First, when I
say stupid law, I do not mean that that
texting while driving is OK. It's stupid,
dangerous and it's nearly as bad as

driving drunk.
The problem I see starts with the
second violation clause, meaning that
anyone who is caught texting while
driving cannot be pulled over unless he
or she is committing another traffic violation, such as speeding, at the same
time. Why not avoid the problem altogether? I know that alongside this law is
another banning the use of cell phones
in conversation without a headset, but
it still solves nothing.
Maybe I'm wrong, but I see too
much of a cause and effect problem
here: nearly everyone I know "gets
into" tex-ting much like how they get
into a phone conversation. Face it, if
we absolutely have to talk, or in this
case text, on the phone, it requires our
full attention and everything else gets
second priority, including driving.
This is one of the problems I'm seeing with texting: is it really that important to reply with ''LOL'' or "OMG" in
the middle of rush hour on Interstate 5
through downtown Seattle? It can't

OvercOming winter fiardsfi'[ps
Now
that
winter break is
behind us, it's
ti me to j umpstart
the new year
and embrace a
new
quarter.
There are resolutions to keep,
Melanie
grades to focus
Lockhart
on and new
Editor-in:.
activities to tackChief
le. With so many
things in front of
us to work on and accomplish this
quarter, you would think it would be
easy to stay busy and have fun in the
process.
Like myself, many of you are probably thinking: that is way easier said
than done.
I don't know about the rest of you,
but winter always seems to be the
hardest quarter for me to push through.
While there may be new classes and
textbooks to divulge in, there isn't
always the motivation that comes from
the very beginning of a new school
year. And there isn't the excitement of
another year being nearly complete
that often comes in the spring. Winter
quarter is right in the middle. It's
almost as if time slows way down.
Not to mention there's a lack of
warm weather and sunshine. Sure,
there are plenty of outdoor snow activ:

ities to enjoy. But let's face it: crappy
weather has the tendency to bring on
crappy moods.
My lowest moments emotionally
tend to come in the winter. As a result,
I become less motivated to do anything
beyond what I have to. If all I am doing
with my time is school and work, I
probably won't be the most pleasant
person to be around all the time.
I do my best not to forget about my
own well-being in the midst of everything else. Instead, I use:this time of
year as an opportunity to meet new
people, discover new parts of Ellensburg or find new ways to have fun. It
was during the winter quarter of my
freshman year when I rediscovered my
childhood love of bowling. Rodeo
Bowl is conveniently across the street
from campus, and offers some indoor
fun for groups of people.
There are also pool tables at many
locations throughout _town where you
can stop for a bite to eat or a few
drinks with friends.
In an attempt to keep my sanity, as
well as a positive attitude, I make it a
point to set aside time away from work
and school just to relax by myself or
socialize with friends. I know the joys
of games such as Catch Phrase and
Apples to Apples. I've made it a weekly habit of playing one or both games
with friends . It helps make the winter
months less dull.

With how busy schedules get in
college, it's easy to put sleep at the bottom of your list of priorities. I can't
stress enough how important it is,
especially this time of the year, to rest
up. With illnesses spreading during the
winter, sometimes our energy drains
faster and it's easier to wear out. It may
be hard to follow a consistent sleeping
schedule with constant homework on
our plates, but getting plenty of sleep
will help keep you going this quarter.
For the times when it's necessary to
get down to business, I'd suggest ordering pizza for that next study group
rather than turning it into yet another
cram session. There are many things
that can steer you away from the
depressing moods that sometimes
accompany the winter.
Don't let the next few months get to
you . Work to make the little things
more fun. Do what you can to make
life easier and less stressful for yourself
and others around you . I know that if
people around me aren 't in a good
mooEl, my mood is more likely to
down-shift as well. Remember that
smiles are contagious. If everybody
does what they can to stay positive this
quarter, before you know it winter will
be behind us. The birds will be back to
chirping, the sun will be shini.ng, and
the color and excitement will be back
in Ellensburg while we look forward to
the end of another year.

News tips? Letters to the editor? E-mail The Observer at our new e-mail,
cwuobserver@gmail.com

£etters to tlie editor
Observer Staff,
I hacJ tl)e pleasure. of

that continues to inform, entertain
spep(J!n~

$1~~ w&ndi$~l years · at Central
Washington University, graduating
June 2007 with a degree in public
health ed~ation. As a residc(>,nt
assistant, member of student government and engaged student, I
saw many great Observer pubHcations and many that failed to capture any truth or sustenance. I will
say. howeverr that in my time iJJ
Central and now an alumnus read~
ing the issues each wee~ online,
Central should miss Rathryn Lake
as she steps down as editor-in-chief.
Kathryn's passion for the student
voice has been evident throughout

her college ¢tt~ceer and

sh~ ha~ r~~

resented herself and The Observer

wait?
"This is a common sense measure
that will limit distractions to drivers and
help keep Washingtonians safer on the
road," Governor Christine Gregoire
said at the bill's signing. "Just as you do
not want other drivers on the road to be
reading a newspaper or book while
driving, you don 1t want them to be distracted by an e-mail or a text message,
taking their eyes off the road."
Well, Governor Gregoire, you bring

"nc.l per.s4.ade rea,~~~ on a weekly

basis.

m'

Thank you, Kathryn, for your
work with The Obs~rver and your
efforts as a strong student leader at
CentraL This alumnus will most
certainly miss your weekly columns
and touch of class which has
improved The Observer over the
years. I can only hqpe that your
predecessors will keep the same
integrity which you have led with in
the past.
Jeff RQsenberry
CWU ALUMNUS, 2007
Observer Staff,
Thank you for theartlde on Cen~
tral alumnus Bill North. I had the
privilege of knowing him an<l
watching him play since he played
little league. Bill "Spud" North
played little league through semipro with my older br9Utet. From his
early years he lived about a mile
up a good point: we don't want drivers
to be distracted while on the road, but
in that case , where do we draw the
line? If we start banning objects that
may deter drivers' attention, why stop
at cell phones?
Sure, they are the leading deterrents
that may cause auto accidents, but
what about the women who insist on
applying makeup behind the wheel?
How about the man who insists on eating a handful of French fries that he got

from out home and he often gut
..,~¢$, t(}. ~n<l frO:t.Jl practfo~$ ••t;tnd /
games. From their innercity,.OAYA
teams they had eight players go on
to play community college and college baseball. Four members
the
team actually played in the minor
leagues and two got to play in the
big leagues and Bill North made the
most out of his career in ba:$eball.

of

He was always a great athlete1illJ.d a
pleasure to watch out on thc{'tield.
When they would play their Babe
Ruth league games through .~remi
pro games at Garfield High S<;hool
in Seattle, the whole community
would turn out to watch then1play.
Even today, the "Boys of Summer"
from that team gather and talk
about the team and old times. When
Mt\ . North came back to
l
and served on different boards for
the university, it was fun to chat and
talk about those fun sun:imers.

Daniel Lay,man
DIRECTOR, DlNINO SERVlCES

by reaching across the car to the passenger's seat?
This can even go as far as banning
children and pets from the car. They're
distractions, right? While this is a worthy attempt, the bill will serve primarily
to generate revenues from fines, not
safer drivers. The only solution proves
unreasonab.le - have a cop sit in your
back seat with you. That way, they can
see everything and stop the issue·
before it starts. Go figure.
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Januarv is the month ot the man
CENTER-. FOR-. STUDENT EMPOWER-.MENT SEEKS TO R-.AISE AWAR-.ENESS
Of WHAT IS MASCULINITY AND WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A MAN
by Tim Kukes

Scene editor

In a country that has been focusing on the rights of women and
minorities, an important element of
our culture has been dropped by the
wayside. That element is the modern man. What does it mean to be a
man in today's world? How are men
defining themselves in these changing times?
The Center for Student Empowerment is hosting "Manuary," a
monthlong series of events focusing
on issues pertinent to men and masculinity. "Manuary" is a program
that gives male students out-of-class
opportunities to explore who they
are and what it means to be a man.
"We wanted to put together
some programs that focus on the
exploration of manhood, masculinity and character development for
college men," said Tom Mengelos,
junior public relations major and
student programmer. "College is an
important time in men's lives; it

helps mold individuals into productive, independent-thinking adults."
The program started off with the
Balls of Fury Pingpong Tournament
this Wednesday. The second competitive event is "The Great 'Stache
Off," a mustache-growing contest
that starts on Jan. 14 and runs until
Feb. 28. There will be a showcase in
which contestants will display their
new hair growth and be awarded
prizes (tentatively to be held in the
SURC Pit Feb. 28).· Both of these
events are being held to bring
awareness for testicular cancer,
which is the leading cancer in males
between 15-34 years of age.
"Our intent is to inform students
about the disease while teaching
them to combat the disease by performing self-examination," Mengelos said.
In addition, Byron Hurt, a filmmaker who shot the documentary
"Beyond Beats and Rhymes," will
speak at Central Jan. 17. The documentary examines representations
of gender roles in hip-hop and rap

music.
their "traveling knife salesman" rou- positive thing. People should not be
Wayne Levine, author of "Pro- tine, a story of a traveling salesman stereotyped by gender and people
tect Your N.U.T.S. and others, will trying to make it in the world. lis- should think about what it means to
also be speaking to students on Jan. tener Project just released "Return to be a man, said Coe.
24. He is one of the nation's most Struggleville" on Jan. 14.
"I don't think there is such a
well-known experts on men and
The idea for Central's event origi- thing as masculinity," Coe said. "I
their relationships, said Mengelos. nated when Mal Stewman, program think there are various ideas of what
"N.U.T.S." stands for "Non-nego- support supervisor, was asked, our culture and society tell [us] what
tiable Unalterable Terms," and "Why isn't there a men's history masculinity is."
teaches men how to set boundaries month?" Further research online led
Central's "Month of the Man" is a
and personal goals.
Stewman to a high school that puts little different than the high school's
"[Levine] is a talented speaker on its own "Manuary" event focus- event. Instead of focusing on tradiwho focuses on teaching men how ing on sports and other traditional tional male pastimes, it is promoting
to become better husbands, fathers, male pastimes.
the image of "the whole man."
sons, brothers, friends and mentors,"
Cynthia Coe, assistant professor Being "the whole man" means being
Mengelos said. "He has an uncanny of philosophy and director of true to one's self, Mengelos said.
ability to disarm and teach about . women studies, challenged students
"Masculinity is often portrayed
serious topics."
to think about whom they are read- as aggressive competition and
The Listener Project, a band that ing about and who writes the books insensitivity, but that's not all we
centers on people like salesmen, that students read in class.
are," Stewman said.
waitresses, mothers, fathers and
"I think that the stereotypes of
The activities will bring attention
such, will be performing at Central men are more positive than to all the different sides of masculinto support the "Month of the Man" women's, but being confronted by a ity and how men define themselves.
event. They are scheduled to play stereotype is alienating regardless of
"Manhood doesn't have to be
on Jan. 22. Dan Smith, lead guitarist what that stereotype tells you," Coe one-dimensional," Stewman said. "It
and vocalist, says the band pro- said.
. doesn't have to be what the media
motes an attitude of listening to the
Coe said that any event that gets says it is. Every man has to define
unheard. They will be performing people to look at gender roles is a that for himself."
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illCICOUNTRY UiZiHDS ADDRESSED BY OPR
byDan Fisher
Asst. Scene editor

What may seem like a nightmare to
commuters and travelers is what skiers
and snowboarders from around the
state have been waiting for. Winter has
-arrived in the northern Cascades.
Hosted and organized by Outdoor
Pursuits and Rentals (QPR), January is
"Backcountry Awareness Month" at
Central. Offering a variety of events
showcasing the opportunities for winter
recreation in Washington, this monthlong event strives to bring people
tbgether from within the Central community who are involved in winter
recreation.
"A lot of my friends ski and snowboard," Kate Ziegler, senior elementary
education major, said. "I think [Backcountry Awareness Month] will be ·a
great thing for freshmen and sophomores who are involved in winter
sports."
From skiing and snowboarding to
snowshoeing, snowmobiling and crosscountry skiing, OPR is reaching out to
anybody who enjoys playing in the
snow.
Several events are taking place
throughout the month, starting with "Ski
Touring in the Washington Cascades," a
discussion with Glenn Bandy, a local
winter sports enthusiast, in the Student
Union and Recreation Center (SURC)
Pit at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 9.
Authors Martin Volken, Scott Schell
and Margaret Wheeler will present their

Courtesy of Campus Life

Michael Hoffman ski-tours "No Name" Ridge as he surveys Chimney Rock in the background, the Cascade Crest
west of Cooper Lake.
book "Backcountry Skiing: Skills for Ski
Touring and Ski Mountaineering" in the
SURC Ballroom on Monday, Jan. 14,
followed by a discussion with the audience.
Although these first two events of
Backcountry Awareness Month are
geared toward skiing, the topics to be

addressed are relevant to all winter Backcountry Awareness Month.
On Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 8 p.m.,
sports. The first priority in winter recreation is safety, which is emphasized in ' the SURC Theatre will host "Unparallel
Line: The Lost Season," a fi Im that folboth presentations.
"Most people are not aware of how lows the winter adventures of six freedangerous an avalanche can be," said heel (telemark) skiers. Admission is
Geoff Curtis, junior psychology major, free.
OPR employee and a coordinator of
"Avalanche!," a multimedia presen-

tation by Washington State Department
of Transportation avalanche forecaster
John Stimbers and environmental scientist Charlie Ruben, will be held in the
SURCTheatre at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan.
22 . Admission for this event is also free.
"Lost and Found, 11 a film by Teton
Gravity Research, shows at 8 p.m . on
Friday, Jan. 25, in the SURC Theatre.
With an admission of $8 for students
and $12 general, this is the only event
of the month bearing a cost to its participants. The film follows the 2007 season of world-class skiers and snowboarders in 16mm film and High Definition.
To conclude Backcountry Awareness Month, Lowell Skoog will present
"Skiing the Cascade Crest" in the SURC
Ballroom at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan.
30. Skoog set out in the early 1980s to
ski the crest of the Cascades from the
summit of Mt. Baker to the summit of
Mt. Rainier, and has chronicled his
experiences in this presentation. Along
with his personal story, the presentation
also documents the history of backcountry skiing in Washington state,
including historical photos from the
1930s-1950s.
OPR is dedicated to providing the
Central community with ample entertainment throughout the month, but
another of its goals is to bring together
the winter sports enthusiasts among the
students and community.
"Programs can be hit-or-miss," said
Curtis. "That's why we depend on programs like this one to get the word out. 11

Star Anna and Mieka Paulev-o perform at Central
by Tim Kukes
Scene editor

Campus Activities' job is to provide
new opportunities and entertainment
for Central's student body, and this
quarter is no different_. To encourage
that goal, Campus Activities is bringing
two female artists to perform.
The 21-year-old Ellensburg native
Star Anna has been making music since
high school, said Sarah Grant, student
programmer for Campus Activities. This
multi-talented performer used to play
drums and now writes her own music,
sings and plays guitar.
"I think she's really unique in her
sound and her musical influences,"
Grant said. "She's got an older style
with a new feel. It's very cool. 11
Star Anna Krogstie started playing
music when she was 12. - She has
almost 10 years of drumming experience and six years with the guitar.
Many of her friends were musicians
and she was always going to a concert,
said Krogstie. Performers like Tom Petty,
Neko Case and Elliot Smith influenced
her music.
"Music with [a] lot of emotion
behind it [inspires me] -- heartfelt
music," Krogstie said. "You can tell that
it came from really deep inside."
Mieka Pauley will also be playing

tonight. Pauley has a style that has been
compared to Ben Harper, Cat Power,
Neko Case, Patty Griffin, Martin Sexton
and many others, said Grant. All of the
above artists have influenced her
sound, as well as the following: Ella
Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Eva Cassidy,
Erykah Badu and Lauryn Hill. She has
traveled extensively to perform and
record her music.
"She puts her guitar in the trunk of
her car and does an average of 150 live
shows a year, criss-crossing the country," Grant said.
In addition, she has played with
Martin Sexton, KT Tunstall, Eric Clapton
and many more.
Scott Drummond, associate director
of Campus Life, and Grant saw Pauley
-perform at the NACA, a national conference for Campus Activities programmers. The conference allows program"
mers to see a variety of acts to bring to
their campuses.
"After she played, we ran out of the
room and got in line to book her
because we knew she'd get a ton of
offers," Grant said.
The show is open to aJJ Central
students and is free of charge. It
lakes place tonight at. 7 pt'm. in the

Student Union Pit.

Pregnant?
You have options.

1-800-395-HELP or in Ellensburg 925-2273
Free Test. Caring. Confidential.

CARE
Located in Downtown Ellensburg at 111 East lh

Courtesy of Star Anna Krogstie

Left to right: Justin Davis (guitar), Frank Johnson (bass), Star Anna (vocals) and Travis Yost (drums).

lrlJ
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Cards and chips are down on campus
by Kayla Schroader
Staff reporter

Brianne Jette/Observer

An example of a full house, ten high.

Pok.er Hands
Royal Flush: The .•t:>est poker
hand,+a,nd n
·.rnpossible to get.

1O-J-Q-1<-A o
Straight

ame S\Jit
Five cards of the

ce.n.· _

four carJs of one

b three of a kind
and a.pair.
flush:
suit ·

Straight: Five cards. fo sequence,
off.-suit.
"""
Three ofa kind: Three cards of
one type. Also known as "A set."
Two pair~i,.A pair is..two cards of
a kind, two sets of this is 11two pairs."
One pair: Two cards of equal
rank;
High cardfTne weakest hand. A

Campus Life is "going-all in,"
encouraging students to participate in
the upcoming Poker Tournament.
Along with appetizers, entertainment and good company, students have
the opportunity to partake in the
upcoming poker tournament at Central.
The five-round tournament will kick off
on Tuesday, Jan. 29, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom and will continue each following Tuesday for five
weeks. While the games will be played
with chips rather than money, a $5 buyin will allow for the purchase of a grand
prize to be awarded by Campus Life.
Sara Abouhamad, senior biochemistry major, works as a Campus Activities student programmer for Student Life
and is a part of planning the event.
Abouhamad picked up poker a few
years ago with the help of some friends
and has now fallen in love with the
game.
"Poker is like life," Abouhamad said.
"[It's all about] taking risks and playing
with different hands, whether good or
bad - making the best of what you

have."
Campus Life hopes the event will
provide a fun, informal environment
where Central students can come
together and network with other students while getting better acquainted
with poker. All levels of players are
encouraged to participate.
"I usually just play for fun and have
yet to participate in a tournament,"
Justin Leppa, junior business finance
major, said. "I think it's a great idea. I'm
glad that our school works so hard to
appeal to the interests of all different
students."
Junior interior design major and
campus activities student programmer
Christina Zakhary is assisting
Abouhamad in the organization of the
tournament.
"We had a great turn-out last year
with a large variety of people," Zakhary
said. "It's a great new way to meet people aside from the norm of playing at
home or in the casinos."
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Monditza Fournier, a freshman biology major, helped tend the Ninth
Annual Shoebox Exhibition which is running from Jan. 5 to March 9.

Art exhibit is a
shoe-in at gallerv
by Kayla Schroader
Staff report

Whoever said bigger is better has
yet to attend Central Washington University Shoebox Art Exhibition.
The 9th exhibition features 82
international artist's pieces, each small
enough to fit within a shoebox. In
preparation for the event, the University
of Hawaii selected artists to submit
unique pieces to travel to locations
around the country. Central's Sarah
Spurgeon Art Gallery is one of the few
sites to feature the exhibition in the
Northwest.
Jessica Gregg, senior art education
and museum studies major who works as a
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery attendant and
intern, is excited to be part of the event.
"[The exhibit features many] different materials and mediums," Gregg
said. "The only guideline was to create
something within the dimensions of a
shoebox or smaller. Some artists took it
literally and made a shoebox o~ shoes
while others [are] very abstract."
John Snyder, senior independent
studies major, took last Sunday after-

noon to venture into the gallery and
observe the creations.
"I really enjoyed the industrial-looking pieces," Snyder said. "The art works
were exquisite and I look forward to the
10th shoebox exhibition."
Heather Johnson has been managing the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery for the
past three years and notes the shoebox
exhibition's diversity, saying that it provides something for everyone. The exhibition occurs once every three years
and, while this is Central's first year
hosting, Johns-on is pleased and looks
forward to future collections.
"This is a great opportunity for the
Central community to see an overview
of international contemporary sculptures," Johnson said. "It's much more
than the average media experience."
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Speaker: China's

development

and future revealed
continued from cover
Esherick is coming to speak as part
of the Performing Arts and Presidential
Speaker Series. This series carries a
theme from year to year and -works to
bring students new expertise .
"This year we are turning back
toward speakers with heavy emphasis
on academics with the theme of lessons
in history," said Marian Lien, event
planner in Central's president's office.
Esherick's lecture will discuss that
the communist revolution and socialism were detours that China had to go
through to establish its growing economy that takes over the headlines today.
With China's growing economy and
its effects on global trade, it has consideration even on a local scale.
"China is Washington state's largest
trading partner, and it plays a huge role
in our economy through purchases we
make, jobs we land and oil prices," said
James Cook, an associate professor in
the history department.
As a professor for 18 years at the
University of California, San Diego,
Esherick teaches East Asia and the West,
history of the modern Chinese revolu. tion, family history in China, historical
scholarship ·on modern China and
sources on modern Chinese history. He
has also written several books such as
"Modern China: The Story of a Revolution," "Lost Chance in China: The World
War II Dispatches of John S. Service"
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lazvbones plavs first Fridav
Ellensburg's First .Friday Dance
started at a small cafe called Cafe
Eden, which closed six years ago.
Over the last three years, since the
move to the Moose Lodge, Kristin
Harper, a member of the Board of
Directors, noticed more people coming to the dances.
Fran, another member of the
Board of Directors, who requested
her last name not be mentioned, says
that efforts are._made to find local
bands to play each month. The
board checks out the bands'
MySpace pages, Web sites and CDs
to determine which ones they will
choose for the performance.
"We try to give people in Ellensburg a place to dance," Fran said .
"There aren't usually many places to
go."

and "Reform and Revolution in China: the 1911 Revolution in Hunan
and Hubei," as well as articles on
modern China, Asian studies, China's republican revolution and many
others.
"In the past we have always seen
China as one large culture, so Dr. Esherick's main contribution to the understanding of China is to get historians to
focus more on the local and individual
cultures through history materials and
archives," Cook said.
Not only does Esherick study
and speak about the Chinese culture, but he also travels to China at
least once a year to visit family
and friends and take in the
chang~s that rapidly occur.
"In the 1960s you weren't
allowed to travel to China, so I studied it for over a decade before I actually visited," Esherick said.
Having never been to Ellensburg,
Esherick isn't quite sure what to
expect compared to the extravagance of China, but he definitely has
expectations of what he wants his
audience to come away with.
"I hope the audience comes
away with greater curiosity, concern
and appreciation for difference in
various cultures," Esherick said. "I
want to help students at Central prepare for a comp Iicated and diverse
world that won't always be familiar
in the world they will grow up in."

January's band is Lazybones. As
the Seattle-based band says on its
Web site, the musi.c is "an organic
blend of down home folkedified
bluesy grooves, rockabilly jam 'n'
roll and rusty funk to make you
move!"

The Board of Directors would
like to see more students attend the
dances. They are hoping to increase
promotion by creating posters and Tshirts.
Next month is a bluegrass band
called Dysfunction Junction, who is
also Seattle-based. Students pay $5
and non-students pay $7. Admission
to the dance gets you a stamp on the
hand and an entry to the door prize ·
drawing for free entry into the next
month's dance. Doors open at 8 p.m.

Amanda Umberger/Observer

Top: Jeremy Weller (pianist), Jeremy MacRae (guitarist) and Brett Fraser (bass guitarist).
Bottom: A close-up of Jeremy McRae
Right: Guitarist and lead vocalist Jeremy MacRae singing a song from the band Sublime.

Professor to showcase
recent poetrv works
by Kevin Opsahl
Staff reporter
A faculty member will kick off the
Lion Rock Visiting Writers series of
readings events for winter quarter 2008.
His writings do not guarantee to cure
"winter insomnia," but to inspire.
Joseph Powell, associate professor of
English literature, author and poet, will
showcase his recent writing next
Wednesday. . He will be reading his
original poetry compositions and a few
selections from his recently published
book "Fish Grooming & Other Stories."
Powell has been writing poems in
formal and free verse forms for more
than 20 years. He hopes to find a narrative with students.
Lion Rock is a chance for faculty,
students and visiting writers to share
their poetry and short stories with the
audience, followed by a book signing.
Usually occurring fall and winter quarters, the event is put on by the English
department and is supported by history
professor and dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, Marji Morgan.
"[I] think poetry is a kind of chronicle of how we think and feel about our
lives as we move through them," said
Powell. "I hope students can appreciate
the merit of examining one's own life,
the place we live and the language that
sustains us. Perhaps tht>y will be motivated to write their own stories and
poems."
The professor's compositions are
based on personal experiences, travel,
farm life and abstract concepts or ideas.
His second volume of work, "Winter
Insomnia," published in 1993, encom-

passes everything from the resurging
current of the Yakima River to his memories as a young father bathing his son.
For Powell, it's hard to imagine life
without poetry. He recalls being a senior in college before he started reading
poems seriously, saying he "fell in love"
with John Keats' poems, especially
"Ode to a Nightingale."
"I thought if I could write something
that beautiful, it would be quite an
achievement," Powell said. "I haven't,
but I'm still trying."
As a native of Ellensburg, Powell
was raised on a small farm near Central.
He has maintained his boyhood roots in
the region, earning his master's in English literature with a specialization in
20th century poetry at Central in 1978.

He has taught in Greece and Hungary,
and has been a Central associate professor for almost 25 years. Powell currently
teaches English 105, an introduction to
literature class. He is the author of several collections of poetry, including
"Counting the Change" and "Getting
Here." He has also published a book on
meter style writing called "Accent on
Meter: A Handbook for Readers of Poetry," with Mark Halperin.
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An awarding year-in-review
for football (Page 14)

Seahawks edge Redskins,
Packers next (Page 15)

·unity leads Wildcat women to best start
by Frank Stanley

nearly every other stat, including
rebounds per game, steals, assists, assist
to turnover and blocked shots.
"Team" is a word that won't be
As with almost everything else, it's
found in the Central Washington attributed to each player knowing her
women's basketball team's vocabulary.
teammate's strengths.
According to the players and coach"As a point guard, it's easy when I
es, a word that might be more suitable can just jive and dish out and I know
is "family."
my shooters are going to hit," Fenimore
Asking the players what their great- said. "It's a really good feeling and I'm
est strength would be as a group, no really confident in this team. There's no
one would mention their conference- weak link as far as I'm' concerned."
leading shooting percentages nor their
With the opening practice on Mondominance at the boards. Instead, day, the first after the win against Westeveryone mentioned one of sport's ern, Whitney went over the practice
greatest intangibles.
schedule, clued the players in on the
"I know it's cliche, but our biggest other GNAC teams and their previous
strength is definitely our chemistry," games, and discussed the team's stratehead coach Jeff Whitney said. "All of gy against their next opponents, the Yelthese girls get along; they stick up for lowjackets of Montana State-Billings.
one another. You don't find that on
With some of the players, the
many champibiggest strategy
onship teams.
isn't something
The atmosphere
the coach has to
''All of these girls
they create is so
say. It's something
positive."
that most teams
get along; they stick should remember
The team's
enhanced unity
when looking to
has them beginup for one another. continue on an
ning the season
undefeated seawith a 9-0 start:
son.
You don't find
the best in school
"Stay humhistory. Some big
ble," freshman
that on many
wins include a
wing Jenn Jacobs
50-point rout of
said. "We have to
championship
Cascade College,
take it one game
109-59, and a
at a time and play
teams.''
our best; we're
thrilling 65-57
upset against UC
not taking any]EFF WHITNEY,
San Diego, the
thing for granted."
HEAD BASKETBALL COACH
nationally thirdTwo signifiranked team, at
cant
improvethe Great Westments from last
ern Shootout in Las Vegas.
year come from the Wildcats' improved
Even more appropriate, their last play from off of the bench and the
win was an 86-69 victory over archrival increasing productivity of sophomore
Western Washington this past weekend forward Shaina Afoa.
Afoa, who backed up and learned
in Bellingham, snapping a nine-game
losing streak against the Vikings d3ting from Central graduate Laura Wright last
year, has moved into the starting role
back to February 2002.
Still, the most important win to the and emerged as one of the premier
women isn't a blowout win or a stunner rebounders in GNAC play, leading the
against a national contender. The sense conference- with an average of 8.8
of unity reflects even in their victories.
rebounds per game.
"[Afoa's] our blue-collar player and
"[Western] was our biggest game of
the year," junior guard Ashley Fenimore our blue-collar worker," Whitney said.
said. "We did it for the seniors, whom "She's quiet and non-assuming; she lets
they've never beaten before. We were her stats speak for her."
The Wildcats' reserve players, led
really happy for them."
It didn't matter that Western is in a by senior wing and former starter Elyse
rebuilding year with a 3-10 record so Maras, have been the greatest improvefar this season. According to Whitney, ment on the team, acc'ording to Whitanything can happen in a rivalry game.
ney. Against Western, the bench
"I know that [Western] is a team accounted for 31 points, 11 of which
that continues to pick up as the season came from Maras. ·
goes on," Whitney said. "I thought,
The Wildcats continue their march
'What could I say to get the best out of of an undefeated season tonight in
our girls?' I just went in and $aid, 'This Billings, Mont., when they play against
is Western. These are our archrivals, the MSU Yellowjackets at Alterowitz
and they stand in our way."'
Gymnasium.
MSU, which is 4-7 this year, feaBacked by a quick, high-scoring
offense led by senior forward Kristina tures one of the best scorers in Division
Klapperich and senior wing Hannah II women's basketball in junior guard
Hull, the Wildcats have emerged as the Alira Carpenter, who is currently averhighest scoring team in the Great aging 19.2 points per game. She is
Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC) someone who would certainly take a
this season, leading in points per game, family effort to contain.
A challenge that, more than just a
field goal percentage and shooting
offense from beyond three-point range.
team, this group of friends is more than
Central also ranks among the top in willing to take.
Sports editor

<¥air'(,)'~ l.J

-Four players scored in

doµble figurestJed by
:a ke .Fe
to

photo courtesy of Jeff Whitney

Senior wing Elyse Maras drives to the basket against University of
Alaska-Anchorage. Maras, a former starter who suffered a torn ACL last
season, has reestablished herself this year as a force off of the bench.

Frank Stanley/Observer

Junior guard Ashley Fenimore, left, and senior wing Hannah Hull, right, discuss strategy during practice on
Monday. The Central Washington women's team prepares to face Montana State-Billings tonight.
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GNAC home opener
tor men's hoops
by Curtis Crabtree
Asst. Sports editor

Maggie Schmidt/Observer

Foi:mer _W"ildcat head coach Beau Baldwin walks the sidelines at Tomlinson Stadium during the game against
U.mvers1ty of Nebraska-Omaha for the NCC Championship. Central lost 59-21, but beat UNO at Al F. Caniglia
Field 20-17 to advance to the NCAA Division II quarterfinals and eventually lose to Grand.Valley State, 41-21.

BALDWIN: Coach leaves for FCS Eastern Washington University after only one season with the Wildcats
continued from cover
There was some ·speculation among
players and other coaches that when
the EWU position became open, Baldwin would be considered among one of
the top candidates, but according to
Central Athletics Director Jack Bishop,
Baldwin initially wasn't interested in
the vacancy.
"Word came down that [Eastern
was] going in a different direction than
Beau and I was told they offered the
[position] to two other candidates,"
Bishop said. "Then [last Thursday!
morning, they called and wanted to
have an interview with him and I figured at that point that.it was going to be
his job."
According to reports, the initial candidate for the job was Jim McElwain,
the offensive coordinator at Fresno State
University, but he turned down the offer
one day before EWU Athletic Director
Bill Chaves offered the position to Baldwin.
Just recently, it was announced that
three Central assistant coaches will join
Baldwin on EWU's coaching staff:
defensive coordinator John Graham,
who was a finalist candidate for the
Wildcats' coaching position alongside
Baldwin last year, defensive line coach
Ryan Sawyer, running backs coach Nat
Conley and wide receivers coach, Torey
Hunter.
Among the accolades earned during
his one year at Central, Baldwin and the
Wildcats' 10-3 season and advancement to the NCAA Division II quarterfinals is arguably the best season ever in
Central's nine-year NCAA history. Central's national title year in 1995 was ·
when the Wildcats played in the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA).
The 10 wins also marked just the
sixth time CWU has reached 10 or
more wins in one season, garnering a
national ranking of 11th by the American Football Coaches Association.
(AFCA).
As a former quarterback for the
Wildcats who played alongside current
NFL quarterback Jon Kitna in the early
_1990s, Baldwin also helped current
quarterback Mike .Reilly to one oft~~
- most productive years for a quarterl:>ack
in team ~istory.
·
· Reilly's 3,~86 passing yards is the
second-best single-season mark 1n
. school history, and he earned all-.regiQtl

honors with a 62 percent pass completion rate, 30 touchdowns and only 10
interceptions, resulting in a staggering
Four coaches have opted to
efficiency rating of 145.8. Reilly was
move on with Baldwin to EWU:
also one of 24 national candidates for
the Harlon Hill Trophy, awarded to the
top player in Division II football.
Baldwin's offensive-minded coaching led to one of the most potent scoring threats in the region. The Wildcats
averaged 399 yards of total offense per
game this past season, 264 of which
were through the air. Central also averaged 31.4 points per game, with five
games of at least 40 points.
Prior to his stint at Central, Baldwin
served as the offensive coordinator for
John Graham
Wulff at EWU, seeing similar success at
Defensive
quarterback with Erik Meyer, who won
coordinator
the Walter Payton award in 2005 as the
top offensive player in Division I FCS
football.
The offensive coordinator job at
Eastern came after nine years as an
assistant coach at Central under Zamberlin.
Baldwin wouldn't rule out another
move in the future but he said that he
doesn't go looking for opportunities.
"The approach I've always taken
and will continue to take is I'm going to
work as hard as I can at the program I'm
Ryan Sawyer
in to win ball games and develop relaDefensive
line
tionships to try and mold guys and
build something," Baldwin said. "If i.t:'s
something that creates another opportunity then that will be something I will
have to assess at that time."
The search for Baldwin's replacement is already underway.
Some of the early rumored candidates are Central offensive coordinator
John Picha, Missouri offensive coordi~
nator Bruce Walker and former Eastern
offensive coordinator Timm Rosenbach.
Rosenbach didn't join Wulff at WSU
Nat Conley
due to his hopes of getting the head
Running backs
coaching job at Eastern.
Despite his move to Eastern, Baldwin still sees a bright future for Central.
"I think the sky is the limit," Baldwin
said. "There is no reason why they can't
compete for a National Title again and
I'll be excited to see that even from
afar."
Even with another new coach 'c-Om- ·: ·
ing in, the team agrees with13aid~io'~ ,. .
sentiment.
~ • -·

Movin' On

"We've got a lot of good bat1players
so regardless of who is coc:ichiflg us we
are still going. to be a good footbaU
tearr_i," Spevak said.

In the first two months of the
2007-2008 men's basketball season, the Central Washington Wildcats are still trying to find their
team identity.
Central lost five seniors to graduation following last season and
has had to retool its roster.
Last year's senior class accounted for 47 points a game and Lance
Den Boer·was named co-player of
the year by the Great Northwest
Athletic Conference.
The Wildcats welcomed in two
transfers from Division I Eastern
Washington University (EWU ).
Matt Penoncello, a six-foot,
five-inch junior guard from
Moscow, Idaho, has started all 11
games for the Wildcats and is aver- ·
aging 31 minutes a game. His 14.2
points per game average is second
on the team only to fellow EWU
transfer Jake Beitinger.
Beitinger, a six-foot, eight-inch
junior forward from Port Orchard,
is the Wildcats leading scorer averaging 15.4 points a contest.
He is also leading the team with
40 rebounds and 10 blocked shots
in ten games played.
Beitinger was not able to play
against
Northwest
Nazarene
(NNU) last Saturday due to a
scratched cornea sustained on Jan. ·
3 against Seattle Pacific.
Head Coach Greg Sparling said
that he hopes to see Beitinger back
on the court this weekend.
Senior guard Nate Jackson
leads all returning players for Central. So far, Jackson has started all
11 games and is averaging ·13 .1
points a game, including a careerhigh 24 points last Saturday in a
97-85 loss at NNU.
The Wildcats hosted two preseason tournaments at Nicholson
Pavilion in November.
The Tarp It Wildcat Classic was
held on Nov. 16-17 and includ~d

three other universities: Chico State,
Notre Dame de Namur and Northwest
Nazarene.
Central lost its tournament opener
to Notre Dame de Namur 85-84 in
overtime when a Dan Bergeron free
throw with two seconds to go gave the
Argonauts the victory.
They were able to rebound the following night with an 89-81 victory
over Chico State. The win was head
coach Greg Sparling's 200th career
victory.
·Following a 95-80 home win over
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics member Montana Tech, the
Wildcats hosted the Tarp It Tipoff Classic on Nov. 30-Dec. 1. with Western
Oregon, Brigham Young-Hawaii and
Ohio Valley as the participating
schools.
Central ran to a 97-61 victory
against Ohio Valley in their first game
of the tournament.
BYU-Hawaii handed the Wildcats
another one point overtime loss the
following night. Trenson Akana of
BYU-Hawaii scored off an offensive
rebound with thre~ seconds to play to
give the Seasiders a 102-101 victory.
Following an 83-60 loss to Cal
State San Bernadina on Dec. 18, Central rattled off four straight wins against
Cal Poly Pomona, Sonoma State, Concordia and Seattle Pacific before the
loss to NNU.
"I think we've gelled," Sparling
said. "It's an ongoing process but we
are far enough along into the season
that guys know what their roles are- and
I think as a team we're doing well."
The Wildcats play host to Western
Oregon tonight at 7:00 in Nicholson
Pavilion and face off against Saint Martin's on Saturday, also a 7 p.m. tip.
Despite the recent winning streak,
coach Sparling said that there is still
room for improvement.
"I think the number one thing is
rebounding," Sparling said . "In the
games we've won, we've outrebounded our opponents and we've got to
keep doing that and get better on the
boards."
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Central football earns postseason awards
Six Wildcats named to All-North
Central Conference Squad
by Ryan Larsen
Staff reporter
In the second round of the NCAA
Division II playoffs, Central upset the
top seed in the Northwest Region, the
University of Nebraska-Omaha in a
come from behind 20-17 victory in
Omaha.
However, the Wildcats would need
more luck on their side when they
faced their next opponent in the quarter
finals against two-time defending
National Champion Grand Valley State.
. The Wildcats trailed 27-0 midway
through the second quarter. As the second half started, the Wildcats scored on
their first possession on a touchdown
pass from junior quarterback Mike Reilly to sophomore wide receiver Brandon
Stout.
It seemed that their was still life in
the Wildcats as they scored, but the
high-powered offense of the Lakers
matched them as they scored on their
next possession. The first haif deficit
was too much for the wildcats to overcome, Central fell to Grand Valley State
41-21.
The Wildcats had an outstanding
season, as they finished 10-3 overall,
only the sixth time that the Wildcats finished with 10 or more wins in a season.
Many Wildcat players had stellar
seasons. Some received recognition for
their hard work with postseason awards
and nominations.
Six Central players were named to
Daktronics All-Region football team.
Junior tight end Jared Bronson was
awarded first team honors. The other

five - Quarterback Mike Reilly, sophomore wide receiver Johnny Spevak, senior Center Sam Himmelman, sophomore linebacker Buddy Wood and senior defensive back Chris Hemphill,
were named to the second team. The six
players tied Nebraska-Omaha for the
most players representing the Northwest Region.
Hemphill was also named to the
third team Little All-American squad
this year.
.
A few players were named to the
All-North Central Conference team. The
first time included Spevak, Bronson and ·
sophomore linebacker Buddy Wood.
Spevak was the top receiver this season for the Wildcats, with a career-high
74 receptions for 981 yards and 12
touchdowns. Bronson tallied 29 receptions for 412 yards and two touchdowns.
j

Wi Id cats named to the second team
All-NCC selections were Reilly, Himmelman, and senior running back Johnny Lopez. This was the second year that
Reilly was named to the second team.
Reilly passed for 3,386 yards _this
season, becoming the third quarterback
in school history to have 3,000-plus
yards in a season.
Lopez and senior I inebacker Brett
Stray were invited fo represent the
Wildcats in the 2008 Cactus Bowl. This
year, Lopez finished the year with more
than 1,000 yards rushing and 13 touchdowns in which he had six games of
100 yard rushing, including three
games of 150 or more. Lopez. became
the 10th players in school history to end
the year with over 1,000 yards rushing

Brianne Jette/Observer

Junior quarterback Mike Reilly scrambles to avoid an Ashland University defender on Nov. 17. Reilly was a
semi-finalist for the Harlon Hill trophy, the NCAA Division II equivalent of the Heisman trophy in Division I.

Wildcat football: team leaders
Offense ·
Passing yards: Mfke Reilly, 3,386
Passing Touchdowns: Reilly, 30
Rushing yards: Johnny Lopez, 1,230
Receiving yards: Johnny Spevak, 1,210
Receptions: Spevak, 92
Touchdowns, total: Spevak, 14

Defense
Total tackles: Buddy Wood, 119
_Sacks: Bret Stray, 5.5
Interceptions: Jerome Williams, 6
Passes defensed: Brandon Kennedy, 11
Tackles for loss: Adam Bighill, 11
Forced fumbles: six players tied with 2

Brianne Jette/Observer

Senior running hack Johnny Lopez turns the corner against Ashland University in the First Round of the NCAA Division II football playoffs on
Nov. 17. Lopez was named to the West roster for the Cactus Bowl, a postseason all-star game for Division II seniors.
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~Defense leads Seahawks past 'Skins
by Curtis Crabtree
Asst. Sports editor

SEATTLE - The crowd of 68,297
screaming fans at Qwest Field held its
collective breath before the Seattle
Seahawks turned on the afterburners
to defeat the Washington Redskins 35· 14 in the Wild Card Round of the NFC
playoffs on Saturday.
In a four-minute sequence to start
the fourth quarter, the Seahawks went
from having a 13-point lead to staring
at the scoreboard with a one-point
deficit to overcome.
After closing the gap to 13-7 on
the first play of the fourth quarter,
rookie free safety Laron Landry intercepted a Matt Hasselbeck pass intended for Bobby Engram.
Landry took over the free safety
position following the shooting death
of Sean Taylor last month.
Three plays later, Redskins' journeyman quarterback Todd Collins
connected with Santana Moss for a
30-yard score to give the Redskins a
14-13 lead: their first of the game.
A fluke play on the ensuing kickoff
continued the shift of momentum
toward the visiting Redskins. The ball
bounced short of returners Nate
Burleson and Josh Wilson, kicked past
them and was recovered by Redskins
wide receiver Anthony Mix on the
Seattle 14-yard line.
"When something like that happens, I kind of shoulder the responsibility," Burleson said. "On the returns,
I make the decisions back there, and
whether it's a miscommunication or
not, that falls on me."
The Redskins failed to capitalize
when Shaun Suisham missed a 30-yard
field goal wide left, four plays later.
The Seahawks took the lead back
with 6:12 to go in the fourth quarter
on a 20-yard touchdown pass from
Hasselbeck to DJ Hackett. Hasselbeck
finished 20-32 for 229 yards, one
touchdown and two interceptions,
both by Landry.
"We kind of just kept our head on
straight, didn't go into panic mode
and guys made plays," safety Brian
Russell said.
The touchdown to Hackett was a
new play instituted this week to try to
take advantage of the aggressive
Landry.
"Their free safety was very active

and we thought we could get a Iittle
move down the seam, and it worked
nicely," head coach Mike Holmgren
said.
An illegal block above the waist on
Mike Sellers called back a 55-yard
return by Rock Cartwright on the following kickoff.
Then on the first play of the drive,
Collins lofted a pass up the sideline

''we kind of just
kept our head on
straight, didn't go
into panic mode and
·guys made plays. ' '
BRIAN RUSSELL
. , SEAHAWKS FREE SAFElY

is very disappointing that things can
turn so quickly like that."
Collins completed 29 of 50 passes
for 266 yards, two touchdowns and
two interceptions.
The Seahawks dominated the field
position battle. Ryan Plackemeier averaged 41.6 yards a punt and had four
punts inside the 20-yard line. None of
his seven punts were retuned and five
had to be fair caught by Randel El.
The Seahawks will take on the
Green Bay Packers next Saturday at
Lambeau Field in the Divisional
Round of the NFC playoffs.
The Packers have only lost two
home playoff games in the franchise's
history. A 27-7 defeat at the hands of
the Atlanta Falcons on Jan. 5, 2003
and a 31-17 loss to the division rival
Minnesota Vikings on Jan. 9, 2005
The Seahawks took the Packers to
overtime in the Wild Card Round at
.Lambeau Field Jan 4, 2003 before an
Al Harris interception of Matt Hasselbeck was returned for the game
clinching touchdown.

The Packers went 13-3 this season,
won the NFC North and earned a firstround bye.
"1 've seen Brett Favre many, many
times so I know what he can do, especially when he is feeling good and has
receivers, which they do," Russel I
said. "We've got to go up there and
play a team that earned a first-round
bye and that tells you how good they
were in the regular season."
Game Notes: Trufant's interception
set five separate postseason club
records, including most interception
yards in .a game and a career, longest
interception return and most interception return touchdowns in a game and
a career. Babineaux matched the last
two with his touchdown return.
f.ngram's four receptions moved
him past Darrell Jackson for most postseason catches with 29, surpassing
Jackson's 26.
Josh Brown's 50-yard field goal
tied him with Todd Peterson for
_longest field goal in club postseason
history.

for Moss that was overthrown and
intercepted by Marcus Trufant and
returned 78 yards for a touchdown.
"You're waiting on it, and waiting
on it, and it finally came down, and I
was able to get the interception," Trufant said. "Guys are blocking for me
all over the place, and it was just a
good play.
Moss said that he didn't even see
the ball.
"I just thought it was a dead play
because I look back and I am not
hearing anything or seeing anything
and at the last minute I see the guy
catch the ball like a punt out of
nowhere," Moss said.
Collins was then intercepted again
on the following drive by Jordan
Babineaux, which was also returned
for a touchdown, this one spanning 57
yards.
The interceptions for Collins were
his first since Nov. 30, 1997, against
the New Yo(k Jets while playing for the
Buffalo Bills. Collins has primarily
been a backup since the '97 season.
"We are extremely disappointed,"
Collins said. "We thought over the last
few weeks that things might be in the
cards for us. I thought they were turning that way early in the fourth quarter
when we took the lead 14-13 but then
things started to turn the other way. It

Rental House
Close to CWU, new 3 bdr, 2 bth home, dbl garage,
fenced yard, all new appliances $117 5.mo
Eileen 206-799-0530
Academic coach for CWU student with physical and
learning disabilities. 1 hour 2 days per week to meet
with student on £?rnpus, to supplement other campus
resources. Pro"\(ide guidance with readings and keeping on track with priorities. Provide weekly short
report to employer. Salary DOE. Upper class person
or graduate preferred.
Call 206-914-0895

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
$10Adult • $5Senior&Students,• $2Youth Uncler12
Tftket5 Available atthecwiJ Athl~tic Departmenton tne comer of Nidl-Ofson arid Wa1hut {PE flldg.101),
by c-alling 509-963-1914 or at the Nkholson Pavilion entrance prior to the games.

CENTRAL.WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

FREE FOR STUDENTS!
EMail: richardm@cwu.edu

Athletic Departtnt.nt
G~ntral Washlfl!lton Unl•tarslty Is an AA!EEO/Tltle IX Institution. TDD 509-963,2143
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Resting the starters: an acceptable strategv?
Some coaches in the NFL choose
week before.
resting is bad. Well, first, let's make
Sure, it makes the last few games
The Giants had the option to sit
to sit their starters in week 17 to rest
clear on what I'm talking about: restboring to watch, but resting the starters
their starters and rest them for the playthem for the playoffs. Doing this gives
ing does not mean to sit out the
for the last couple . games before the
offs but they decided not to. They wantthose on the roster with injuries a
starters for the whole game (like Tamplayoffs is integral and vital to a team's
ed to give the Patriots their best shot
week off so they will be more rested
pa Bay did). Treat it just like the prepostseason success. Clinch the spot earand hopefully get some momentum
season - play your starters for one or
and ready before playoffs.
· ly in the year? Why worry? Analysts crygoing into the playoffs.
One of the reasons coaches in the
two series to keep them limber, then
ing momentum? It's a dumb factor that is
Some of the players looked at this
NFL decide to sit 'their starters in
sit 'em. The Bucs just sat the starters
way too unreliable.
week 17 is if they have locked up Ryan Larsen game as if it were an early Super Bowl.
Most of you could look at this year's Frank Stanley and let them collect dust; they came
out in the same state as Tin Man
their division in the previous weeks.
Staff reporter They could see how far they have come
teams (well, two teams specifically) and
Sports editor
throughout the season and see what
It's no secret that many players
when Dorothy stumbled upon him.
argue against me, but I've said time and
they have to do to improve to beat a
perform week in and week out with
So what about that whole
time again that this year is a fluke for
injuries that would keep an average man off the team like the Patriots in the playoffs.
"momentum" thing? Ask the Seattle Seahawks
professional sports.
The Giants played a hard-fought battle that
field.
When I say two teams, I'm clearly pointing out and Jacksonville Jaguars. What do they have in
Most of the time I do not agree with the night, and came up short but gained experience
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and the New York common? They both lost their final games and
coach's decision to do this. My reason is this: they could take with them into the playoffs when
Giants. The Bucs rested for too long and lost, while won their Wild Card Matches this past weekend.
many of the teams heading into the playoffs they faced the Tampa Bay Buccaneers in the
the Giants didn't rest at all and won. How did this The one thing to note is that I am not mentioning
need an edge over their opponen.ts, and 2008 NFC Wildcard Playoff game.
happen? Well, the answer has nothing to do with the one- and two-seeded teams in any of
Tampa Bay is an example of a team that rested
resting your key_starters isn't going to do
resting the starters.
this, as they get a week of rest anyway. The
,.s- •
their starters for a week or more, and when they
your team any good .
Tampa Bay plays in the NFC South, one of the only exception is Dallas, as they predicted
"
Going into the playoffs, you need every- played last Sunday, they looked out of sync.
worst divisions in the NFL and New York plays in that wide receiver Terrell Owens would
one on the team to be firing on all cylinders, Quarterback Jeff Garcia looked awful and out of
the NFC East, arguably the best in the NFL. It didn't need more time to heal his high ankle sprain .
and if you sit your key starters they may not be step with his receivers during the game.
As for the other end of the table? Name some
matter whom Tampa Bay was up against in the first
On the other side, Eli Manning, who had
ready for the playoffs.
round; as long as it wasn't anyone else in their divi- teams that clinched a playoff berth early, continToo much rest can be a bad thing in football played full throttle against the Patriots, looked
ued to play their starters and went one and done
sion, they would have lost.
or ~my other sport. Being away from the game sharp and knew how to pick apart the BuccaAnyway, back to resting. I'll go_back to New in the first round. Need help? Here's a few: the
for too long creates the risk of getting rusty and neers defense. He seemed poised and in control
York. They locked up a playoff berth against Buffa- '06 Jets, the '05 · Bengals, the '05 Bucs and '05
losing team cohesion. That may cause you to be the whole time, unlike recent weeks were many
lo in week 16 and went full force against a 15-0 Giants. All four clinched early, kept their starters
critics doubted if he could get past the first round
eliminated in the first round.
in the final game and found themselves one and
New England team bent on the perfect season.
Another reason teams should just play all of of the playoffs.
Since I'm a believer in the asterisk and putting a done afterward.
In the end, the New York Giants played better
their starters is that they should finish strong .at
tainted mark on the Patriots' season, why stop the
In the end, it's mental. You take to the final
the end of the season, that kind of momentum than the Buccaneers. The outcome of the game
inevitable? Instead, the Giants risked serious injury game, starters or no, and play your game. If you
carries into the playoffs or into the off season for was most likely due to the Giants not resting their
to starting center Shaun O'Hara, linebacker Kawika lose, don'_t let it get to. your head and enter the
those teams that didn't make it into the playoffs starters in the final week of the season.
Mitchell and cornerback Sam Madison. Though playoffs on a downer (kudos to you, New York).
Teams that play well going into the playoffs
that year.
they all played, none of them were at 100 percent On the other end, don't shelve your players and
One of the few teams that made the right are more dangerous than a team that decides to
(O'Hara and Mitchell both sprained an MCL, hope that they'll pad up and play like they just
choice not to sit its starters in the final week of rest its starters because they don't want to risk
something that normally takes weeks to heal) and finished practice (boo, Tampa Bay!). Don't just
the season was the New York Giants. They went injury.
head coach (or scapegoat, take your pick) Tom rush though the season and think you can charge
Somet.imes taking big risks has high rewards,
up against the New England Patriots, who at the
to the final game when you have spoiler teams
Coughlin is pushing them through practices.
time were going for the perfect season. The and the Giants got their reward with a win last
As I wrote this, I had a few people look over gunning for injury (it happens- see Washington
Giants had already clinched a playoff spot the Sunday.
my shoulder and continue to naysay me on why and Dallas). Just be careful out there.
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HELP YOUR ITS DEPARTMENT
SELECT CWU'S STANDARD FOR
TABLET COMPUTING .
CWU Faculty &Staff:
1·he Information Technology Services Department is currently evaluating Tablet Computers to
select a standard unit(s) for the University.· While ITS Staff will be evaluating the units on
technical specifications and serviceability, we want your input on many user factors.
Stop by the SURC Room 137A on Januar.Y 16, 17 & 18 (1.0am to 3:30pm), try out various
Tablet Computers under evaluation and give us your feedback. ITS Staff will be on hand to
answer your questions.
SPECIAL EVENT: Dr. Heidi Henschel Pellett will be giving a short presentation on "Integrating
the Tablet Computer in the Classroom" at 1pm on January 16 and January 18.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!!

